
Complete control of assets 
is within your grasp. 
 
Starboard Consulting is a leading asset management       
technology firm focused on problem solving and delivering 
real world, practical solutions. 
 

We are Maximo professionals. 
 
Bringing years of asset management experience to our      
clients, we provide full implementation services, readiness 
assessments, configuration, upgrades, mobile solutions,   
integrations to other key enterprise applications, and          
customized role-based training to deliver essential knowledge 
to the end-users. 
 
Whether you are a new Maximo customer or upgrading from 
a prior release, Starboard Consulting provides technical    
support, staff augmentation, training assistance and full       
implementation services

Starboard Consulting creates partnerships
that extend beyond technology. 
 
We listen to and work with clients every step of the way,  
managing change for the people and processes impacted by 
the implementation. 
 
Starboard can manage the full development life cycle, from 
project inception to post-implementation support, working 
closely with internal and external development team       
members, or if needed, we can step into the process           
anywhere along the way. 

  



  

 

Starboard’s role is to optimize your business technology,

providing you with the proper analysis tools to move your

enterprise forward. We offer  

work 

flows and standards specific to your industry into your   

Maximo implementation. 

business situation, identifying risk and recommending an 

implementation strategy. 

– Collecting, standardizing and loading your 

legacy and enterprise data into your Maximo system. 

 – Seamlessly connecting Maximo to your 

other Enterprise applications such as financials, human 
resources, customer service, SCADA, document manage-
ment, GIS and vehicle tracking, using real-time or bulk      

processing services  

Our professionals also 

help first-time Maximo users navigate through the technology            

implementation process and assist experienced users with     

upgrades, providing configuration services, post-implementation 

support, and mobile solutions. 

Conducting Maximo role-based training courses and 

offering interactive, online learning modules (IOLs) for your end 

users using your configured Maximo system and customized 

training materials.

 

 

  

  

 Maximo  GIS  

query and visualization capability. 

 Optimize your Enterprise

Assets for increased reliability. 

 Integrate applications through

Maximo Integration Framework. 

 Powerful tools for re-

porting, analysis and KPIs. 

 man-

agement for your workforce in 

the field. 

 

 

 Service Desk – Maximo call center

and service management capabilities. 


